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One hypothesis of Prometea was, that women engineers change their career paths in technological research not 
because of the content of work but due to several stumbling blocks in the working environment like (ambivalent) 
sexism, all time-availability, lack of career perspectives and problems in combining work life with their private life.

Results from a former European project WomEng (Thaler & Wächter 2005) showed that women engineers do not 
“drop out” of engineering because they are not interested in the topic anymore. On the contrary they are still very 
interested in engineering and technology – certainly because interest is one main requirement for females to chose 
engineering degree courses (Wächter 2003) – but they struggle with discrimination, glass ceiling, problems with 
work-life-balance and “presenteeism” (Thaler 2006). Some discriminative actions are not very obvious, because their 
appearance is subtle and ambivalent, like the so called ambivalent sexism (Glick & Fiske 1997). 

Methodology

The analysis of career change reasons is based on 83 interviews with women engineers from academic and 
industrial research. 

The interviews were done originally in the 11 different national languages. Afterwards the transcripts were 
summarized, translated and entered into a shared database. This web-based database allowed the project teams
to generate answers from all interviewees to special questions. 

In the case of this hypothesis the question was:

� What were the reasons for your latest professional change to your current job?

Introduction

This poster refers to the European project Prometea, which analyses female and male engineers’ careers in research in thirteen countries*. A key question of the third work package ”Gendered dynamics of engineers’** was, why women engineers working in academic 
or industrial research change their career paths. 

Results

The here presented quotes are only a small selection of all answers but the conclusion is based on the analysis of all interviews.

For instance one interviewee brought one key issue to the point, the problem of lacking perspectives in academia:

“It is not worth it somehow, to invest in an academic career. I wanted children and an established position, that kind of security. It 
is more important. I think that it is very common and that is why there are so few women that pursue an academic career. If I had 
been offered a permanent job at the university or at least felt that it was a possibility, I think that I would have considered it.”
(Sweden – Uppsala, B_WR2_W1). 

“After I finished my PhD it was quite clear that I would stay here in Finland. There were some family reasons for this, I have a 
Finnish husband. But most importantly, I had the opportunity to continue as a post-doc researcher in this laboratory. This was a 
pleasant option for me because I wanted to continue with academic research and I still have this desire for knowledge, I want to
know more and do more and this is the place where I can ‘take advantage’ of my brain the best.”
(Finland – UH.UCAS, H_NT_WR1_J1).

Recent changes in academic structures lead to a lack of security and a lack of career prospects in the academic world, although 
those changes are different in Europe they have some development in a direction of uncertainty in common.

Some interviewees reported from organisational changes because of a different way of doing research. For instance one women 
told us from her change from industry to academia to get “more space to think and be creative with science” (UK – UEDIN, 
H_WR4_0) and “more freedom” (UK – UEDIN, W_CC1_O).

Another interviewee showed us that career changes are somehow not based on one single reason, but more a convolute of many 
important aspects concerning family and job:

Many interviewees reported from a financial pressure, the need to get funding for their own job and the time consuming 
applications for getting research grants are one major stumbling block for many researchers. But not for all, because some have the 
“luxury” of permanent positions and fix termed occupations. So that is the background of this statement: 

So beside the element of uncertainty it is also the unfairness of taking the same old academic criteria to measure success in 
research, when meanwhile the conditions have changed for many of the researchers.

Another factor for leaving the career path are discriminative experiences: 

“Success as a researcher is measured by way of international fame, publications and the supervision of doctoral students and 
licentiates and teaching on courses. But what is not taken into account is how much time is spent on applying for external research 
grants, something that I have done during all my years. I don't think that you can compare two persons' qualifications if one has been 
forced to use a lot of time to apply for external research grants while another has not had to do that. It is like we were to compare two 
persons' weight and not take into account their height.” (Sweden – Uppsala, WCC1_W).

“We had to change of lab director, and it had been decided that it would be me. But at the last moment, I didn't become the lab 
director. Because I was a woman, I had two children, and I was married with another researcher of the lab. There were some 
problems about that, and I had some problem with my ex husband too. When we had to choose the new director, it was turned down 
to me, and it was difficult for me to accept it. This day, I decided to leave the lab.” (France – ENS Cachan, WCC1_N).

“I did apply for the job in my field many times and I felt discriminated even by my distant family there were prejudice – you a women 
you graduated from such a study field – wondering: ‘A women in technology does not have a chance right now – may be in 10-15 
years time.’” (Slovakia – TUKE, WCC1_K). She also pointed out that discrimination was usual in business while in the academic sphere 
gender equality was practiced.

Conclusion

The interviewed women engineers from technological research mentioned 
five main reasons why they changed their former position, field or job:

� To have better career possibilities.

� Personal reasons (family, partner, …).

� To have a more challenging/satisfying job.

� Financial reasons (higher salary; to have less pressure for getting grants 
or better possibilities for getting grants)

� To have more freedom/time/creativity to do research.

These findings principally support our hypothesis about reasons for career changes of women engineering researchers. 
Women engineers do not change their career paths because they are not interested in their research topic, it is more 
about contextual reasons. Although some interviewees mentioned that they wanted to have a more challenging or 
satisfying job, this implicates not necessarily the content of their work.

We did not find much evidence for our first supposed reason, the ambivalent sexism. Sexism, and especially the 
ambivalent form with benevolent and hostile sexist elements and also open discriminations were a topic in some 
interviews, but they were hardly mentioned at this question. Also the topic “availability cult”, meaning that being 
reachable/accessible all the time was mentioned very often, but only in another question related to work-life-balance. And 
also our fourth supposed reason, problems in combining work and private lives can be agreed on as an explaining factor 
for career changes of women engineers in research.
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But overall we found the most answers concerning our third supposed reason, the missing career prospects as a major source of change. Many women mentioned that they changed their career paths on 
a certain stage to have better career possibilities or in another way to leave a job with lacking career opportunities (dead end jobs). This strongly indicates that technological research is no exception of 
women‘s struggles in academia (e.g. Fogelberg et al. 1999) and engineering jobs (e.g. Faulkner 2000).


